Sue springs a surprise by Brightening her Smile

Not that girl with the big sweet and little teeth; but the little girl! That girl, Ann, who wins her way into your heart.

Sue Blaine didn't make a hit with men. Her teeth were to blame. They were dull - "unhealthy" dull. Sue thought it was wrong. But Sue was wrong. Dull teeth are only stained teeth. Everything we eat, drink and smoke leaves 2 different kinds of stains on teeth, and unless all 3 are completely removed, our teeth finally become stained—dull.

In the meantime, you know, Sue doesn't think your teeth are naturally dull. Sue tells her friends, and your toothpaste man gets his feet wet. The stains go.

Before visiting Ann, Sue used a tube of Colgate. Now Sue has a glorified smile. One tube of Colgate did it!

Colgate's can give you a brighter smile. Do this for the larger size tube, it's the most economical of all good toothpastes. It also leaves your mouth refreshed, your breath sweet. Start using Colgate's today, and have whiter teeth . . . a brighter smile.

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
A GIANT TUBE NOW 20¢
A DOUBLE GIANT TUBE NOW 35¢

If, after using one tube, you're not satisfied that Colgate's has made your teeth brighter than any other toothpaste you ever used, return it with your money and the guarantee, Colgate's Dental Powder, Inc., Jersey City, N. J., and twice the price paid for the toothpaste, plus postage, will be refunded to you.

If you don't get the answer you want, Colgate's Dental Powder gives the same amazing results...smiles at the same low price.

ROYAL RACER — in a motor dash on a track at Sinua, Prince Nicholas of Rumania finished second.

A DOMINO GAME IN ALGERIA.

THE LEADER OF THE IRISH BLUE SHIRTS, General O'Duffy, greeted with salutes by Dublin followers.